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ARTICLE

The change in Finnish Baltic policy as a turning point in
Finnish-Soviet relations. Finland, Baltic independence and the
end of the Soviet Union 1988-1991
Juha-Matti Ritvanen

Department of Philosophy, Contemporary History and Political Science, University of Turku, Finland

ABSTRACT
The disintegration processes in the Soviet Union, in particular the
emergence of independence movements in the Baltic States, posed
a difficult challenge for Finland. This article examines the Finnish
policy regarding the situation in the Baltic States in 1988–1991 and
analyses the evolution of the views of the Finnish leadership based
on recently declassified records in the personal collection of
President Mauno Koivisto and the archives of Finland’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The Finnish leadership’s point of departure was that
the political developments in the Baltics should proceed in
a controlled manner, without endangering the stability of the
Soviet Union. Finland therefore avoided supporting the Baltic inde-
pendence movement publicly, but did support it in the form of
practical co-operation. The article shows that the change in Finnish
Baltic policy was the result of a shift in power relations within the
Soviet Union, after the failed coup attempt in Moscow in
August 1991. Finland restored diplomatic relations with the Baltic
States before the Soviet Union recognized the independence of its
former republics. This episode paved way for the initiative to dis-
card the FCMA treaty which had tied Finland to the Soviet sphere of
influence.
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Introduction

Finland and the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were under the Russian rule
for more than a hundred years before the collapse of the Russian Empire in 1917. After the
First World War, five new independent countries emerged in the Baltic Sea region.

The Second World War separated Finland from the Baltic States causing both to follow
diverging paths. The Baltic countries were occupied by the Soviet Union whereas Finland
fought two wars (the Winter War 1939–40 and the Continuation War 1941–44) against the
Soviet Army and maintained her independence.

In 1948, Finland signed the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance
(FCMA) with the Soviet Union. The Finnish-Soviet treaty differed significantly from those
between the Soviet Union and her satellite states. Finland was not obliged to participate
in disputes between the superpowers and was not forced into a military pact with the
USSR.1 On the other hand, the FCMA treaty defined Finland as belonging to the sphere of
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influence of the Soviet Union.2 The difficult combination of a military treaty in which co-
operative elements in military fields were to be avoided together with the Finnish policy
of neutrality, in order to create trust in the Soviet Union while not getting too close,
created a political setting which made the Finnish position different from those of the
other Nordic countries.

After the Second World War, Finland recognized de facto but not de jure the incorpora-
tion of the three Baltic States into the USSR.3 During the 1960s, Finland managed to
establish new contacts with Estonia with which Finland had a special relationship for cultural
and historical reasons. Of note was a tourist boat line between Helsinki and Tallinn which
was established after President Urho Kekkonen’s unofficial visit to Estonia in 1964.4 Cultural
and private contacts between Finns and Estonians became quite lively whereas officially,
political relations with the Baltic republics did not exist.5 The rise of the Baltic national and
independence movements at the end of the 1980s changed the situation significantly.

This article examines the policy of Finland regarding the situation in the Baltic States in
1988–1991. The article analyses the evolution of the views and policies of the actors
directly in charge of Finnish foreign policy-making. During the Cold War, foreign policy in
Finland was almost exclusively the domain of the president. For this reason, this article
focuses on how the Finnish President Mauno Koivisto (1982–94) and his advisors saw the
situation in the Baltic region and in the Soviet Union. I will also pay attention to the role of
the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs and in the ways the Baltic independence struggle
was handled by the Foreign Ministry.

There are only a small number of academic studies on Finnish policy towards the Baltic
States during the Cold War. Most attention has been given to Finnish-Estonian relations.6

However, the Finnish reactions to developments at the end of the Cold War have recently
been subject to scholarly research, as the archives for the decisive years 1989–91 have
been declassified.7 Heikki Rausmaa’s doctoral thesis focuses on Finnish-Estonian relations
between 1988 and 1991. His research shows that the common perception that Finland did
not support Estonia’s independence does not correspond with the historical facts.8 Ilmar
Metsalo’s master’s thesis sheds light on how the pursuit of independence by the Baltic
States in 1986–91 was analysed by the Finnish Foreign Ministry. He argues that the Finnish
position on Baltic independence aspirations was mainly conditioned by concerns over
instability in the Soviet Union.9

This article contributes to this emerging debate by using the methodology of archival-
material based historical research and by utilizing recently declassified records from the
personal collection of President Mauno Koivisto and the archives of the Finnish Ministry
for Foreign Affairs; both of which, the above-mentioned scholars either did not have
access or used only partially. The source base also consists of the memoirs of several key
participants.10

The combination of political caution and practical support

As Mikhail Gorbachev became CPSU General Secretary and the political atmosphere in
the Soviet Union became more relaxed, the signs of increasing nationalism quickly
became evident throughout the Soviet Union and especially in the Baltic republics.11

Among the first issues which alarmed the Finns was the struggle against the exploi-
tation of natural resources and the ensuing environmental protests in Estonia. In 1987,
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the reports prepared by the Finnish Foreign Ministry paid attention to national mobi-
lization in Estonia focusing on the phosphorite mine dispute between the Estonians and
the central authorities.12 The civil movements established in 1988, and called Popular
Fronts, officially followed the principles of Gorbachev’s perestroika and their goal was to
attain sovereignty in all areas of the republics’ life within the context of the Soviet
Federation.13

Estonia was also looking for opportunities to establish direct contact with Finland. In
April 1988, the Estonian Foreign Ministry investigated the possibility of opening an
Estonian consulate in Finland and vice versa.14 The Finnish Foreign Ministry asked the
Finnish embassy in Moscow to inquire about the matter at the Soviet Foreign Ministry.15

The embassy reported to Helsinki that the Soviet Foreign Ministry was not ready to accept
Soviet republics having their own consulates.16 The Finns considered Moscow’s position
decisive because the situation in the Baltics was seen as an internal Soviet matter.
Therefore, the consulate issue was rejected.17

In his memoirs, President Mauno Koivisto writes that in the autumn of 1988 the
independence movements in the Baltic countries had grown to the point where they
demanded Finland’s attention.18 On 22 November 1988, the Soviet Ambassador to
Helsinki Boris Aristov met Koivisto. Aristov expressed, on behalf of the Soviet Union, the
hope that foreign countries would not interfere in the situation in Estonia. Koivisto replied
that those issues ‘touched the soul of the Finnish people closely’.19 Finland had a special
relationship with Estonia because of the geographic location and kinship of language.20

In January 1989, the KGB chief in Helsinki, Felix Karasev, came to see President Koivisto. Like
his predecessor Urho Kekkonen, Koivisto used the practice of transmitting the dialogue with
the highest Soviet leaders via two channels of communication – the official channel, repre-
sented by the Soviet ambassador to Helsinki, and themore important ‘political’ channel which
was run by Soviet security services (the KGB) resident in Helsinki directly to the Politburo.21

Karasev had received a telegram from Moscow referring to the events in the Baltic
countries. It expressed the hope that Koivisto’s authority ‘would play an important role in
neutralizing these negative phenomena’, which would ‘cause difficulties to perestroika and
worsen the international atmosphere’.22 The reason behind the Soviet actions was the
declaration of sovereignty by the Supreme Council of Estonia on 16 November 1988, which
Gorbachev had condemned. The Soviet side hoped that Koivisto, who had a good personal
relationship with Gorbachev, could moderate the actions of the Baltic nationalists.23

It is very likely that Karasev’s action was related to the forthcoming visit of Mikk Titma,
secretary for ideology of the Estonian Communist Party, to Finland. In February 1989,
Koivisto received Titma, who described the situation in Estonia after the declaration of
sovereignty as calm. Titma assured Koivisto that the Estonian Communist Party had
a leading position in demanding reforms. The same view was held and approved by the
Soviet leadership. President Koivisto made clear to Titma that cooperation between
Finland and Estonia could only be developed within a framework agreed with Moscow.24

While ruling out direct official relations between Finland and Estonia, Koivisto gave the
green light to low-key practical support. This was pursued under the cover of cultural
cooperation because Finland wanted to avoid provoking Moscow. Starting from the spring
of 1989, the Finnish government supported Estonia by giving educational, professional and
material help. The Education and Culture Minister Anna-Liisa Kasurinen was given respon-
sibility for the programme.25
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On August 1989 the Baltic-Soviet crisis escalated with a human chain demonstration
from Tallinn through Riga to Vilnius. Called the Baltic Way, it marked the 50th anniversary
of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, which had steered the three republics into the Soviet
sphere of interest. The consul general in Leningrad Jaakko Kaurinkoski who also operated
in Tallinn expressed his admiration for the Baltic strategy of non-violent political change.
According to Kaurinkoski, the human chain demonstrated the vitality of the nationalist
movements.26

On September 19, Koivisto wrote a letter to the US President George Bush in which he
expressed deep concerns about the events in the Soviet Union: ‘The Baltic peoples have
succeeded in wrestingmany, partly astonishing concessions fromMoscow. Our fear is that
they might at some point go too far and thus jeopardize not only the improvement of
their own situation but also the ongoing process in the larger context.’27 In other words,
Koivisto feared that the pace of the changes could spiral out of control and threaten the
stability of Gorbachev’s power. A similar line was pursued by the Bush administration
which reacted cautiously to the events in the Soviet Union. Seppo Tiitinen, chief of the
Finnish security police (Supo) reported to Koivisto the view expressed by CIA Director
William Webster, who had stated that ‘the United States would avoid interfering in the
situation in the Baltics and in particular in Estonia’.28

The Baltic question was one of the principal items on Koivisto’s agenda when he was
preparing for President Gorbachev’s visit to Finland in October 1989. The information
Koivisto acquired seemed to indicate the possibility of a major confrontation. The Baltic
countries had decided to introduce an extensive economic autonomy, although it was not
known whether Moscow would agree.29 Just before Gorbachev’s visit to Finland, Koivisto
received a memorandum from the Finnish People’s Democratic League (Suomen Kansan
Demokraattinen Liitto, SKDL) which included the Finnish communists. The SKDL had
created good connections with political parties in Estonia and the memo indicated that
the Estonians were ready to pay any price for full independence.30

On October 24, Koivisto was to receive the Soviet president at the Presidential Palace in
Helsinki. Regarding the situation in the Baltics, Koivisto assured Gorbachev that the
Western governments – by this he referred in particular to the Bush administration –
did not want to take advantage of developments in the Soviet Union. ‘If those in the
Baltics believe they will find general sympathy if they push their demands far enough,
they are mistaken.’ Gorbachev replied that he was prepared to give the Baltics greater
economic autonomy but they would, of course, have to remain in the Soviet Union.31

The Soviet leader and his colleagues did not seem to show major concern regarding
the Baltic situation. In conversation with the Politburo member and one of Gorbachev’s
closest advisers Aleksandr Yakovlev, Koivisto expressed concern about developments in
Estonia. ‘Yakovlev did not even raise his eyebrows’, as Koivisto’s chief of staff, Jaakko
Kalela, put it in his memo.32

Vaino Väljas, first secretary of the Estonian Communist Party, was a member of
Gorbachev’s delegation to Helsinki. The Finnish Foreign Ministry read it as a sign that
Väljas enjoyed the support of the Soviet leadership which was trying to bolster the
popularity of the Communist Party in Estonia.33 In his meeting with Väljas, Koivisto
repeated what he had said to Titma. He gave a warning that reforms should not go too
far in Estonia and should occur in agreement with Moscow. Under those circumstances,
Finland could provide help to Estonia.34
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In Helsinki, Gorbachev spoke of his hope that the Soviet Union and Finland would
intensify contacts with regions close to Finland’s eastern border, including the Baltic
republics. From the Finnish perspective, Gorbachev’s attitude enabled Finland to expand
direct contacts with Estonia. To avoid drawing attention from Moscow, Finland was
officially dealing with Estonia on the same basis as with other nearby Soviet regions,
such as Karelia and the Murmansk and Leningrad areas.35

Lessons of Realpolitik

In early 1990 the Popular Fronts won majorities in all three Baltic republics in the Supreme
Soviet elections. In Estonia, the new government led by Edgar Savisaar began to move
towards independence, which led to constant conflict with Moscow.36

Estonia’s new situation required clarification in Finland’s Baltic policy. In February,
President Koivisto ranked Finland’s national interests in the following order of priority:
1. good relations with Moscow; 2. good relations with Moscow’s current leadership; 3.
engagement with Estonian aspirations; 4. protection of Western image.37

Koivisto’s starting point was that Finland’s foreign policy would be conducted in a way
that did not lead it to oppose the Soviet Union. On the one hand, Koivisto felt loyal to
Gorbachev and his reform policy and, on the other hand, he sympathized with the Baltic
claims for independence and Estonia’s aspirations in particular; however, the Baltic cause
was only of secondary importance. When analysing the Finnish Baltic policy, one must bear
in mind that the priority of Eastern policy stemmed from the long held realist tradition of
Finland’s postwar foreign policy. The profound changes that had taken place in Central
Europe and in the Soviet Union itself had inevitably affected Finland’s relations with the
Soviet Union but not the fundamental elements of Finnish foreign policy.

The developments in the Baltics now required much more attention than before by the
Finnish Foreign Ministry. In February 1990, President Koivisto set up a working group led
by the Ministerial Adviser and former consul general in Leningrad Jaakko Kaurinkoski to
monitor and analyse developments in Estonia. The group had representatives from the
Office of the President, the Foreign Ministry and the military.38 Finland focused on Estonia
but information on Latvia and Lithuania also increased when the new consul general in
Leningrad Markus Lyra was tasked with following closely the developments in the whole
Baltic region.39

The atmosphere in the Baltics was becoming tenser when Lithuania declared the re-
establishment of national independence on March 11 1990. Estonia and Latvia opted for
a more gradual approach and announced a transition period towards full independence.
The Finnish reaction to the Lithuanian declaration of independence was a statement
which emphasized the need for a peaceful and negotiated settlement as well as the
avoidance of escalation but stressed that a settlement must take account of the will of the
Lithuanian people.40

In April 1990, President Koivisto gave a press interview in which he said that the Soviet
Union had legitimate security interests in the Baltic area. He referred to the father of Realpolitik
NiccolòMachiavelli, who had allegedly said that a small country should see to it that its friends
are close, and that if one must have enemies, may they be far away. Koivisto emphasized that
nonation should count on the assumption of help from the outside but should rather strive on
its own.41 In the background was his fear of the consequences that the failure of the Baltic
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States’ independence campaign could have for the West, including Finland. In a conversation
with his Estonian acquaintance, sociologist Erkki Rannik, Koivisto argued that Lithuania could
not expect any practical help from the Western powers.42

Koivisto, who belonged to the generation of political leaders who had been World War
II front line soldiers, perceived that there were certain parallels in the relationship
between Finland and Estonia on the one hand and the situation that existed between
Finland and Sweden during the Winter War on the other.43 The common Finnish belief
was that Sweden had let Finland down by refusing to engage her army in support of
Finland.44

Policymakers inevitably grasp for comparisons to make sense of new information and
uncertainty. Therefore analogical reasoning is quite a common way in which decision makers
use history.45 For Koivisto, the historical experience of theWinterWarwas oneway of justifying
the official cautious line towards the independence aspirations of the Baltic States. The idea
was not to evoke for the Baltic States a false impression of trust that could not be kept.

In May 1990, in a speech at the parliamentary assembly of the Council of Europe Koivisto
expressed his hope that the Baltic nations would find the right methods when striving for
independence, to which they are entitled by the constitution of the Soviet Union. This shows
that he stressed legal measures and did not support unilateral action. He recalled Finland’s
experiences in her owndealingswith the SovietUnionandmentioned that ‘with agreat power
as a neighbor one has to reach negotiated solutions that will stand the test of time’.46

The situation in the Baltics raised new questions about the perspective of the long-
standing Finnish security policy. Baltic foreign policymakers often claimed that, in the
future, the independent Baltic States could achieve a similar status to that of the non-
alignment of Finland.47 For instance, during his visit to Helsinki in August 1990, Chairman
of the Estonian Supreme Soviet Arnold Rüütel said that, in the future, Estonia would be
a neutral country and there should be no Soviet military installations.48 From the Finnish
point of view, the assumption that the Soviet army would voluntarily withdraw from the
Baltic countries was seen as unrealistic. The Finnish foreign affairs and defence officials
considered the Baltic States crucial for the Soviet Union’s security interests and the
strategic significance of the region was believed to have increased due to the Gulf War
and the mounting international tension.49

The Finnish officials were also not certain that all the changes in the Baltic region would
have a favourable impact on Finland’s security. The possibility that the Soviet Union
would need to withdraw their navy to the Leningrad area in the eastern part of the Gulf
of Finland was considered unfavourable for Finland’s security.50 The withdrawal of Soviet
armed forces from Germany and the Warsaw Pact countries was already moving the
Soviet troops closer to Finland. Even if Soviet troops movements to areas near Finland
took place for practical reasons – such as the need to find housing – they were still a cause
of concern to the Finns.51 When the Soviet Union teetered on the brink of economic
collapse, the Finnish government was very concerned about the likelihood of serious food
shortages leading to widespread hunger and possible mass migration to Finland.52

In the autumn of 1990, the internal power struggle of the Soviet Union accelerated. The
Finnish ambassador in Moscow reported to Helsinki that Gorbachev was under strong
pressure from conservative forces, especially in the military. The hardliners pushed
Gorbachev to take a tougher stand on the Baltics and to stop nationalist movements in the
region.53
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A sign of the political toughening on the part of the Soviet Union was that Gorbachev
denied the participation of the Baltic delegations to the CSCE summit in Paris in
November 1990. At the Paris summit, President Koivisto had a short conversation with
Gorbachev, who was extraordinarily nervous. Gorbachev warned that ‘the Fascists are on
the move’.54 Koivisto had no chance to find out what Gorbachev really meant about
Fascists. He reasoned it to be a reference to the Baltic region.55 Gorbachev’s remark and
the dramatic resignation of Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze at the end of
December 1990 increased Koivisto’s concern about the situation in the Soviet Union
and Gorbachev’s position in power.

In a session with the Finnish government on December 28, Koivisto estimated that the
reform process in the Soviet Union had halted and therefore the pressure from Moscow
towards the Baltic countries would grow. He believed that the Western leaders had no
interest in the disintegration of the Soviet Union and it was quite possible that ‘the West,
being stuck with its own problems, would be even less interested in having a conflict,
especially with a Soviet Union that was managing to put its house in order’.56

As Kristina Spohr Readman has pointed out, the Western powers wanted to see
Gorbachev kept in power because they saw him as the key to achieving results regarding
Germany, arms control, cooperation in the Gulf War, and to ensure stability in Europe.57

Gorbachev’s new thinking in foreign policy had also brought benefits for Finland. During
Gorbachev’s October 1989 visit to Finland, he acknowledged Finland’s neutrality without
the usual reservations. Since the early 1970’s, Soviet leaders had preferred to speak of
Finland’s endeavours for neutrality or a peace-oriented policy and they had always given
a higher precedence to Finland’s security obligation as regards the FCMA treaty than to
neutrality when describing Finland’s foreign policy.58

In September 1990, German reunification gave the Finns an opportunity to remove
the limits on Finnish sovereignty. The decision, which was launched by a small group
of Finnish foreign affairs and defence officials, was known as ‘Operation Pax’. Finland
announced a unilateral reinterpretation of the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty articles on
Finnish defence forces. The Finnish government declared obsolete those provisions
which had restricted the size of the Finnish armed forces, the types of equipment it
could have and the sources of supply. In the same context, President Mauno Koivisto
reinterpreted the FCMA treaty by declaring its reference to Germany (as a potential
aggressor) obsolete, while leaving the remaining parts of both treaties in force.59

Operation Pax enhanced Finnish independence in relation to Moscow. Gorbachev no
longer saw the need to restrict Finland’s policies but the Soviet foreign ministry asked for
a bilateral commitment that Finland would observe ceilings for its defence forces, as specified
in the Paris Peace Treaty. In the end, the matter was handled through the back channel
provided by the KGB resident Karasev and directly between the foreign ministers of Finland
and the Soviet Union.60 Gorbachevwas ready to accept change in the Soviet-Finnish relations,
but the question was for how long he would remain in power.

The change in the Finnish Baltic policy

At the beginning of 1991 the situation in the Baltics was tense and there was a definite risk of
a Soviet use of force. Estonian Prime Minister Edgar Savisaar visited Finland on January 3 and
met PrimeMinister Harri Holkeri. Savisaar warned Holkeri about the possible crackdown in the
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Baltics. He appealed for Finland’s support by sending an international group of observers to
examine the situation in Estonia. He also called for Finland’s support to back Iceland’s initiative
to act as amediator in the dispute between the Baltic States and the Soviet authorities. Holkeri
who followed very carefully President Koivisto’s cautious line did not promise support for
Savisaar’s requests. He said that the Baltic States should solve the problems with Moscow by
themselves.61 The fear of provoking Soviet hardliners by actively supporting the Balts’ cause
dominated the political considerations of the Finnish leaders.

After the meeting Savisaar publicly acknowledged the good relations with Finland at
a practical level but criticized the Finnish political leaders over their lack of political
support.62 President Koivisto was upset about media attention being primarily given to
Savisaar’s criticism and that nobody stated publicly the Finnish official views. By this time,
Koivisto had become increasingly concerned with the Baltic situation. He received several
messages from Moscow indicating that measures to stop nationalist movements in the
Baltic region would be taken in the next few days.63

On January 10, Koivisto found it necessary to make an official statement on Finland’s
approach towards the Baltic question. According to him, Finland had actually recognized
the annexation of the Baltic States into the Soviet Union and Finland adhered to every-
thing that had been agreed upon internationally. Koivisto expressed sympathy for Baltic
independence aspirations, but he emphasized that the Balts should negotiate with
Gorbachev in line with the procedure defined by the Soviet constitution. He blamed the
Baltic governments for not having sought any mediation with Moscow.64

Once again he emphasized Finland’s experiences in her own dealings with the Soviet
Union. ‘Our own experience seems to show that a country should strive to stand on its
own feet, and not put too much trust in foreign assistance, and that small countries in
particular should seek friends among their neighbours, and ensure that their enemies are
in places a long distance away.’65

At a meeting with journalists, Koivisto warned the Baltic governments against moving
too fast in their quest for independence: ‘As we live in an uneasy world, it is important that
we do not encourage others to follow a path we are not prepared to take ourselves.’ He
recalled the debate of the 1920 s about the so-called border state policy of alliance with
the Baltic countries and Poland. ‘Finland’s course was clear: we strove to avoid taking on
responsibilities which could not be carried out and avoided expressing encouragement
which we could not put into practice.’66 From a historical perspective the Finnish security
policy towards the Baltic Sea area has preferred to maintain a status quo in the region.
Therefore, all major geopolitical changes have been regarded by Finland as potential
sources of a greater turbulence which could threaten Finnish security.67

Only a few days later, on January 13, Soviet troops attacked the television tower in
Vilnius, causing the deaths of fourteen people. The Finnish government’s response was
a statement expressing concern over the clash and appealing to the Soviet government to
end to the violence.68 In the Finnish press, the attempt at violently suppressing of the
Lithuanian independence movement attracted considerable attention due to the timing
of President Koivisto’s remarks. In his public statement, Koivisto had announced that he
did not expect any violence in the Baltic countries. The press and also the Baltic leaders
criticized the Finnish policy as naive when they perceived that Koivisto had taken the
information and views coming from the Soviet Union at face value.69
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In his memoirs, Koivisto writes that KGB General Karasev met him on 8 January 1991
and assured that no blood would be shed in the Baltics. Karasev had based his information
on conversations with Gorbachev’s aide Anatoly Chernayev and Valentin Falin, the head
of the International Department of the Communist Party’s Central Committee.70

On January 20, Soviet special forces occupied the Latvian interior ministry, and killed
five people. In a response to the events in Riga, the Finnish Government issued a short
statement repeating their appeal for ‘an end to the violence that has claimed human
lives’. The appeal was addressed to all those concerned without specifically naming the
possible perpetrators.71

Following the violent repressions against the independence movements in Vilnius and
Riga, Finland invoked the CSCE human dimension mechanism with the Soviet Union.
Talking with the members of the government on January 25, Koivisto supported the idea
presented by the Finnish foreign ministry that the Baltic question would be dealt within
the framework of the CSCE.72 The request for information about measures to protect
human rights and basic freedoms in Latvia and Lithuania was delivered by the Finnish
Ambassador to Moscow.73 The situation was exceptional in Finland’s postwar history;
traditionally, keeping within the policy of neutrality, Finland had avoided any criticism of
the Soviet Union.74

The Finnish government’s statements on Soviet actions in the Baltic States became
more harsh not only because of the pressure from public opinion but also because it was
feared that events in Vilnius and Riga might be the beginning of a wider crackdown.75 The
Soviet specialists in the Foreign Ministry were convinced that the Communist party right-
wingers and the Soviet military had taken control, with or without Gorbachev’s consent.
They considered it probable that the Soviet leadership could implement direct presiden-
tial rule in the name of maintaining order in the Baltics.76

The Finnish response was also influenced by the Western general reaction to violence
in the Baltics. Other Nordic countries, especially Denmark, continued to give prominence
to the Baltic States’ independence aspirations. From the Finnish foreign policy leader-
ship’s perspective, the situation in the Baltics was still seen as an internal Soviet matter.77

This was held in high regard by Moscow.
On February 5, Gorbachev sent a letter to Koivisto, praising the Finnish President’s

prudent attitude towards the events in the Baltic countries. ‘I am glad that your voice is
again being heard in the whole North European (or should I say European) concert
speaking with authority in favour of reason and objectivity.’ Gorbachev criticized some
Nordic countries which ‘seemed to have become our good neighbours’ but there was ‘a
tendency to encourage —against their own interests – the disruptive forces in the Soviet
Union’. At the end of the letter the Soviet leader assured that the Baltic question would be
resolved peacefully. ‘At my suggestion, a course of action was adopted at the session of
the Council of the Federation, prohibiting the use of military force in political struggles
and stressing the need to solve conflicts by supplanting those who instigate them,
calming people down and restoring constitutional order.’78

In his memoirs, Koivisto writes that the Nordic countries constituted a problematic
reference group for Finland. He became anxious about the polarization of the Nordic
Council regarding the statements on the Baltic countries.79 In his discussion with Swedish
Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson, Koivisto said that, on the question of the Baltic crisis
Finland found it easier to act in cooperation and agree on joint statements with almost
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any country other than Denmark. Carlsson replied that he respected Finnish policy, not
least because of Finland’s leadership’s capacity to manage relations with the Soviet
Union.80

In early February 1991 Koivisto drafted a letter in which he tried to explain Finland’s
situation to the Nordic prime ministers.

The Baltic question belongs pre-eminently among those questions where Finland
inevitably starts with different premises from the other Nordic countries. Although we
do not necessarily come to different conclusions, we want to reach them on our own, for
reasons of principle. It is a question not only of the justified aspirations of the Baltic
peoples, but also of the future of the whole Soviet Union and of the way in which the
military-strategic configuration in the Baltic region takes shape.81

Although Finland disagreed with the style of discourse of some Nordic countries, there
were no substantive differences over the Nordic Council’s far-reaching programme of
cooperation with the Baltic States. The 39th session of the Nordic Council was held in
Copenhagen between February 26 and 1 March 1991. The chairmen decided to give their
guests from the Baltic countries, the Presidents of Estonia and Latvia, and the Vice-
President of Lithuania, visitor status instead of observer status. In addition the Nordic
Council decided to give the guests the right to speak after the end of the actual session.82

In the course of the spring and summer 1991, the Finnish officials professed to be more
optimistic that the Baltic States would be able to achieve their independence. On April 23,
the central government and nine Soviet republics (the so-called 1+9) jointly pledged to
prepare a treaty establishing a Union of Sovereign States and following its signing to
adopt a new constitution. The New Union Treaty would have granted more political and
economic power to the republics. The Baltic countries as well as Georgia, Armenia, and
Moldova refused to take part in the Union Treaty. The Finns saw that the 1+9 declaration
improved the conditions for negotiations between the Baltic countries and Moscow and
implied that the Baltics had the right to secede from the Soviet Union.83

Ministerial Adviser Jaakko Kaurinkoski envisaged some sort of special status for the
Baltic States outside the Soviet Union – but short of full independence.

When independence for the Baltic States is realized, the whole concept may need to be
redefined. It can cover independence without own defence forces and without a credible
security solution, with security arrangements that severely limit sovereignty, but in a form
that provides better conditions for maintaining national identity and for creating an
independent economic model when compared to the old and new union treaties.84

Finland’s decision to recognize Baltic independence

President Koivisto paid an official visit to the Soviet Union to meet Gorbachev between
June 24 and 25, 1991. Concerning the situation in the Baltic countries, Gorbachev said that
he had suggested ‘a divorce procedure to the Balts, but they want to maintain economic
ties and be politically independent’. He emphasized that the Soviet Union had many
defence interests in the Baltic region. According to Gorbachev, a solution could be some
kind of a confederation with joint economic and defence responsibilities. ‘Two years ago
our offer would have been regarded as big, today it is too small’, the Soviet leader
agonized.85 In his speech in East Berlin in October 1989, Gorbachev had prophetically
warned the East German leadership that life punishes those who come too late.86 In the
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summer of 1991, it seemed that the Soviet leader was losing his ability to handle the
situation in the Baltics.

On the second day of Koivisto’s visit to Moscow, he met the president of the Russian
Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR),87 Boris Yeltsin. Like the Baltic republics,
Russia sought more direct contact with the West. Boris Yeltsin, who was elected the
Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian republic in May 1990, pressed for greater
republican independence. During his visit to Finland in late October 1990 Andrei Kozyrev,
Russian Foreign Minister, had spoken of ‘constructive parallelism’ as the basis for the
separate relations with foreign powers, with the USSR as one party and Russia as
another.88

Yeltsin allied himself with the Baltic States in his campaign against the Soviet govern-
ment. He signed cooperation treaties with the Baltics in which the parties recognized each
other as sovereign subjects of international law.89 After the military crackdowns in Vilnius
and Riga in January 1991, Yeltsin warned that Russia might have to create an army of its
own to defend its new sovereignty. President Koivisto found Yeltsin’s statements disturb-
ing. ‘If one republic got its own army, the other Soviet republics would quickly follow suit.’
A sharing of weapons, including nuclear ones, ‘opened up frightening possibilities’.90

Koivisto, as well as Western leaders in general, was concerned that the situation in the
Soviet Union could deteriorate into chaos as it had in Yugoslavia except this time nuclear
weapons would be involved.

Koivisto kept his distance from Yeltsin but the internal political situation in the Soviet
Union was turning to Yeltsin’s advantage. On June 12, Yeltsin was elected President of the
Russian Federation by direct popular vote and this further strengthened his position as
regards Gorbachev.

The Finns were keen to have direct trade relations with the Russian Federation. Finnish-
Soviet trade, long a key pillar of Finland’s special relation with the USSR, had decreased
from a peak of 25 percent of total Finnish trade to 11 percent in 1990. From 1986 onwards
the decline had been steady. The Soviet share of Finnish import was expected to drop
further in 1991 because of a unilateral Soviet decision to convert trade from the bilateral
system used for decades in trade with Finland to a freely convertible currency basis.91

In his meeting with Koivisto, Yeltsin made it clear that Russia did not want her political
matters handled by the Soviet central government. Referring to the new union treaty,
Yeltsin said that soon the Soviet Union would be responsible only for defence, railways
and energy; the republics would deal with everything else. He would, therefore, want to
make agreements directly between the Russian republic and Finland. At the end of the
meeting Koivisto invited Yeltsin to send a Russian mission to Helsinki to explore this
possibility further.92

Despite his displeasure with Yeltsin Koivisto knew that Finland had no choice but to
deal with the newly elected Russian leader. However, the question was how to handle
Yeltsin without undermining Gorbachev. This was a major dilemma for Koivisto and his
advisers.

On August 13, Jaakko Blomberg, Director General of the Political Department of the
Finnish Foreign Ministry, estimated that, after the signing of a new union treaty, Russia’s
dominant position would radically change the foundations of Finland’s eastern relations.
However, Finland should avoid intervening in the power battle between Gorbachev and
Yeltsin.93 The other Western powers also continued to adhere to the principle that only
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the Soviet Union as a whole, not the various Soviet republics, was considered a party to
treaties and other forms of international cooperation.94 Only a week later, the situation in
the Soviet Union changed dramatically.

On August 19, a state of emergency was declared in the Soviet Union by a group led by
Vice- PresidentGennadi Yanayev. The coupattemptwas an effort by conservative forces toput
a stop to the new union treaty which threatened the survival of a centralized Soviet state.

The Finnish government made a rather cautious statement on the day of the coup,
expressing regret that the democratic development in the Soviet Union had been inter-
rupted by the declaration of a state of emergency, and its hope that normal conditions
would be restored in the Soviet Union as soon as possible.95 On the next day, August 20,
the Finnish Foreign Minister Paavo Väyrynen, at a meeting of Nordic foreignministers, was
unwilling to accept a draft declaration made by Denmark using stronger language against
the coup. At a press conference in Skagen, Danish Foreign Minister Uffe Ellemann-Jensen
blamed Finland for being too cautious towards the Soviet Union.96

The chaos in the Soviet Union that ensued the coup attempt was immediately
exploited by the Baltic countries, and they seized the opportunity to restore indepen-
dence. On August 20, Lithuania reaffirmed its independence and the Estonian Supreme
Council voted to restore Estonian independence immediately, with Latvia following suit
the next day. Estonian Foreign Minister Lennart Meri held a press conference in Helsinki
on August 20, announcing that he had been empowered to form a government-in-exile, if
the coup d’état in Moscow proved successful.97

On August 22, Meri claimed that the Estonian declaration of independence had been
recognized by Russia. He pressed Finland to follow suit. However, the Finnish foreign policy
leadership held resolutely to the line that Finland would not consider recognition and, that
negotiationswith the Soviet central authorities inMoscowwould have to be conducted first.98

Finnish Foreign Minister Väyrynen underlined the fact that, from a legal point of view,
recognition had to be delayed until there were absolutely no doubts that the Baltic govern-
ments actually had full control over their territory.99

The failed coup d’état in Moscow rapidly changed power relations within the Soviet
Union. Russian President Boris Yeltsin increased both his own political capital and the
Russian Federation’s control over Soviet institutions. On August 24, Yeltsin confirmed in
an unexpectedly unconditional manner that Russia recognized the independence of the
three Baltic countries.100 After the announcement, several states considered recognizing
the Baltic States. The Finnish Ambassador to Moscow Heikki Talvitie actively urged the
Finnish government to abandon its cautious approach and to recognize the indepen-
dence of the Baltic States. According to Talvitie, Yeltsin’s stance was the deciding factor
because he was the most powerful man in Moscow,101 even though Mikhail Gorbachev
was still head of state in the Soviet Union he had hesitated to recognize the independence
of the Baltics.

Finnish Prime Minister Esko Aho, who shared Talvitie’s view, had a prominent role in
defining Finland’s Baltic policy after the coup. Aho describes in his memoirs that Finland
could not remain as an outsider by relying solely on juridical objections.102 On his
initiative, the Cabinet Foreign Affairs Committee, under the chairmanship of President
Koivisto, was assembled on August 25. At the beginning of the meeting Koivisto said
cautiously that Finland ‘should not get into a position where we took a stand favouring
the dismemberment of the Soviet Union or where we were isolated’.103 However, Prime
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Minister Aho managed to convince Koivisto that Finland should recognize the indepen-
dence of the Baltic States.104 Thus, the Cabinet Foreign Affairs Committee issued a brief
statement: ‘The progress of the Baltic countries toward independence has clearly been
speeded up by recent developments. The Government of Finland is prepared to start
negotiations about the establishment of diplomatic relations with the Baltic countries.’105

The foreign ministry adopted the position that Finland did not need to recognize the
Baltic States again, since Finland had never formally recognized their annexation into the
Soviet Union. Diplomatic relations had merely been de facto suspended in 1940, and
were, therefore, to be restored without further formalities.106

From there, the situation developed rapidly. On August 27, the European Community
countries and Sweden announced their recognition of the Baltic States. The events contrib-
uted to setting Finland apart from its natural reference group of other Nordic countries and
Germany.107 On the same day, President Koivisto stated that he had no objection to signing
the agreement on opening diplomatic relations with the Baltic States at a rapid pace.108

Two days later, on August 29, Finnish Foreign Minister Väyrynen signed documents
with the Estonian Foreign Minister Lennart Meri, Latvian Foreign Minister Janis Jurkans,
and Lithuanian Foreign Minister Algirgas Saudargas regarding diplomatic relations.109

President Koivisto received the Baltic foreign ministers at the Presidential Palace. None of
the ministers complained about the cautious stance of the Finnish government towards
Baltic aspirations for independence but Lennart Meri expressed his deep gratitude for the
financial assistance that Estonia had received from Finland. Janis Jurkans and Algirgas
Saudargas, in turn, emphasized that their countries would pursue a similar line of foreign
policy and relations with the Soviet Union as Finland.110

Finland restored diplomatic relations with the Baltic States before the Soviet Union recog-
nized the independence of its former republics. This episodewas the first sign of change in the
Finnish-Soviet bilateral relations. Almost immediately after the failed coup in Moscow,
President Koivisto took the initiative to open negotiations for a new treaty with the Soviet
Union which would not contain security policy obligations. On September 12, Koivisto sent
Gorbachev amessage suggesting that the FCMA treaty, which had until then formed the basis
of Finland’s relations with the Soviet Union, needed to be replaced with a new one.111 At the
same time, the Finnish ForeignMinistry also prepared to enter into negotiationswith Russia.112

The Finns still assumed that the Soviet Union (minus Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia) could be
restructured and could continue to exist in a different form.113

Events overtook the negotiations with the Soviet Union and prevented the signing of
the new treaty in December 1991. A month after the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
Finland signed an agreement with the successor state Russia in Helsinki in January 1992.
Rendering the FCMA treaty obsolete, the new treaty on the foundations of relations
between Finland and Russia was similar to the agreement which had been previously
negotiated between Finland and the Soviet Union.114

Conclusion

The disintegration processes in the Soviet Union, and in particular, the emergence of the
independence movements in the Baltic States, posed a difficult challenge for Finland. Finland
had never de jure recognized the annexation of the Baltic States into the Soviet Union. The
Finnish leaders, however, regarded the non-recognition policy as a diplomatic tradition that
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did not change the real situation on the ground: the Baltic Stateswere part of the Soviet Union.
Therefore, the Baltics could become independent only with the Soviet Union’s full consent,
and negotiations were the only path to obtain this acquiescence.

Rapid changes in Europe and the continuing instability of the USSR convinced the Finnish
foreign policy leadership that its postwar policy of pursuing harmonious relations with the
Moscowwas still right for Finland. On the other hand, there was strong sympathy for the Baltic
claims for independence. The Finnish officials’ point of departure was that political develop-
ments should happen in a controlled manner without endangering Gorbachev’s political
position and his foreign policy, as that would be counter-productive for the Balts themselves.

Not wanting to risk his primary goals, Koivisto favoured a cautious political approach in
official interactions with the Baltic States. Finland avoided publicly supporting the Baltic
independence movement but supported it in the form of practical co-operation. As Heikki
Rausmaa has convincingly shown, the assistance given by Finland to the emerging civil
society as well as state institutions provided considerable help to Estonia in its nation-
building process.115

During the Cold War, Finland had learned to take into account the security interests of the
Soviet Union. Due to the precarious geopolitical position of Finland, Finnish officials were not
certain that the prospect of the Baltic States’ independence would be only positive for Finnish
security. They saw unpredictable consequences for the whole of Europe’s geopolitical stability
resulting from the possible disintegration of a superpower with nuclear weapons, a reality
which would have to be kept inmindwhen the Balts’ pursuit of independence was evaluated.

This article shows that the Finnish leadership, in particular President Koivisto, viewed
the events in the Soviet Union from a historical perspective.116 Historical analogies help
decision makers who are under intense pressure grapple intellectually with their chal-
lenges and opportunities.117

The great lessons from the experience of 1939 shaped Finnish policy preferences and
promoted cautious approach towards the situation in the Baltics. Koivisto recalled
Finland’s bitter experience of the Winter War, as the country had been left very much
alone and received no substantial aid from anywhere. He wanted to remind the Balts
about the harsh realities of power politics and dispose of any illusions about effective
Western support in case the situation escalated into a large- scale violent conflict.

The crucial event in the Finnish Baltic policy was the use of force in Vilnius and Riga in
January 1991. After the attempted violent suppression of the Baltic independence move-
ments, Finland invoked the CSCE human dimension mechanism with the Soviets. This was
a unique occasion because of Finland’s traditional reluctance to take a stance in the affairs of
the Soviet Union.

The Finnish combination of official caution and practical support, however, continued until
the failed coup attempt inMoscow in August 1991. The change in the Finnish Baltic policywas
the result of the Finnish realization that power relations had changedwithin the Soviet Union.
The continuity of the Finnish eastern policy linewas broken. Yeltsin replacedGorbachev as the
de facto leader of the USSR and he confirmed Russia’s recognition of the independence of the
three Baltic States. Consequently, the Finnish government established diplomatic relations
with the Baltic countries, although Finland had until then followed the line that it would not
recognize the independence of the Baltic States before the Soviet Union did. This episodewas
oneof the turningpoints in Finnish foreignpolicy towards its giant neighbour to the east at the
end of the Cold War.
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